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PROPERTY ADDRESS: _______________________________________ ZIP_____________ 

OWNER’S NAME: _______________________________ PHONE #____________________ 

OWNER’S ADDRESS: ________________________________________ ZIP_____________ 

APPLICANT’S NAME: ____________________________ PHONE #____________________ 

APPLICANT’S ADDRESS: _____________________________________ ZIP_____________ 

APPLICANT’S EMAIL: ________________________________________________________ 

APPLICANT IS:  

____ Owner  ____ Lessee  ____ Architect  ____ Consultant  ____ Contractor ____ Other 

417 E. Fayette Street, 8th floor 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

(410) 396-4866

by issuing an Authorization-
to-Proceed. CHAP approval must be obtained prior to receiving a building permit. 

Local historic preservation guidelines are available to assist applicants with their 
renovation or restoration projects. CHAP staff is available to aid in obtaining the 
required . An appointment is recommended for larger projects, 
or if design and/or planning advice is requested.  

It is strongly advised that you do not order or purchase any materials, or proceed 
with any work, until CHAP approval is obtained. If applicants have questions, 
please call .  

_________________________________________

_____-________________________ 

1 

Baltimore Pennsylvania Station

1525 N. Charles Street 21201-5808

Penn Station Partners, LLC 443-463-2757

1300 Thames Street #10 21231-3496

John Renner 443-463-2757

1300 Thames Street #10 21231-3496

jrenner@crossstreetpartners.com

✔
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ARCHITECT (if any): _________________________________________________________ 

CONTRACTOR (if any): _______________________________________________________ 

ALL    
Please attach photos, plans, drawings, catalog samples or specifications of the exterior 
work that you are planning (see checklist for required materials and information to be 
submitted). You may also submit on a separate sheet: 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________ 

_________________

__________________________________________________________________________

         

        

IF YES, Have you obtained approval from the Board of Municipal Zoning Appeals? 

LIST DATE OF APPROVAL: ___________________ 

           

Approximate Date of Submission? ____________________

          

To the best of my knowledge, the information in this application is accurate. 

Signature Date 

Print full name 

Application for Authorization to Proceed   
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James Smith, Quinn Evans

Wohlsen Construction, Inc.

See Continuation Sheets

11,200,000

01/01/2021

John W Renner Digitally signed by John W Renner 
DN: cn=John W Renner, o, ou, email=jrenner@crossstpartners.com, c=US 
Date: 2020.10.16 11:47:35 -04'00' 10/16/2020

John William Renner
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Detailed description of proposed change in material or feature
Photographs of area involved
Samples and specifications of replacement materials or features

Specifications (name, number, and manufacturer) of paint color, or
Paint color sample
Feature that is being painted

Parking lots / areas 
Site plan showing dimensions and location of screening
Materials specifications for parking surface, fences and walls, as well as
landscaping plan

Fences and Walls 
Site plan showing location of fence/wall
Sketch, drawing, or photograph of proposed design
Photographs of area to be fenced and adjacent properties
Material specifications

Mechanical equipment, walks, and landscaping 
Site plan showing location and layout
Photographs of area affected
Material specifications

Elevation drawings of addition (if any) and existing structure
Door(s) and window(s) design (manufacturer’s catalog data may be used)
Exterior material description
Photographs of existing condition from all relevant elevations
For additions: site plan showing lot dimensions and existing building on lot,
location and size of proposed addition
Historic photographs should accompany any request to return the building or
structure to an earlier appearance

1 

2 

3 

4 

The following checklist is to help determine the materials needed for a complete 
Authorization-to-Proceed application: 
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Elevation drawings in scale of all elevations
Photographs of proposed site and adjacent properties (context)
Site plan showing proposed building footprint
Specifications for materials, incl. colors (roof, siding, windows, doors,
architectural ornamentation, etc.)
Material samples

Dimensional elevation identifying materials, colors, lettering (size and style),
and text
Photograph indicating sign location
Lighting specifications, if applicable

For Major Projects, Demolition, and Economic Hardship, please contact CHAP staff 

The Baltimore City Commission on Historic and Architectural Preservation (CHAP) 
administers a 10-year comprehensive property tax credit granted on the increased 
appraised value directly resulting from qualifying improvements to commercial and 
residential historic properties. A minimum investment of 25% of the full cash value of your 
property, and project certification by CHAP are requirements of this program. Projects must 
be pre-approved before any work can start. Contact CHAP at (410-396-4866) or 
historictaxcredit@baltimorecity.gov for further information. 

Certain permit requests (typically for larger projects, such as additions or new 
construction) will require a public hearing. 

Prior to a public hearing, the applicant 
must attend a Department of Planning pre-development meeting and a CHAP staff pre-
submittal meeting. At these meetings, the applicant will receive information on next steps 
for all city reviews, design recommendations, and guidance throughout the process. CHAP 
hearings are held on the second Tuesday of the month, at 1:00 PM, in the Department of 
Planning, 8th floor, 417 East Fayette Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. 
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Ashburton Mr. Jerry Gaylord AshburtonCHAPReview1920@gmail.com
Auchentoroly Terrace Ms. Donna Cypress 410-728-3292

Bancroft Park Mr. Kan Lasson 410-358-4649
Barclay/Greenmount No Liaison At Present

Better Waverly Mr. Phillip LaCombe
Ms. Deborah Evans

413.648.7445, placombe@gmail.com
443-802-4384

Bolton Hill Ms. Susan Van Buren
Mr. Steve Marker

ssvnbr@gmail.com
301-807-3853, smarker88@gmail.com

Butchers Hill Mr. Virgil Bartram 410-327-4964
Dickeyville Mr. Peter Baily 845-453-5779, pfbaily@gmail.com

Eutaw/Madison Ms. Nancy Cooper Morgan 410-728-5820
Fell's Point Fell’s Point DRC fellsdrc@gmail.com

Federal Hill FHNA preservationfh@gmail.com
Five and Dime No Liaison At Present

Franklintown Caroll Frey 410-456-6836
Howard Street Commerical No Liaison At Present

Hunting Ridge Lisa Miller Noel ldmiller7@verizon.net
Jonestown Mr. Malik Jordan mjordan@tjdevelopment.com

Loft No Liaison At Present
Madison Park Romana Mayer romycperez@gmail.com

Mount Royal Terrace Ms. Kim Forsythe MRTHistoricDistrict@gmail.com
Mount Vernon Mount Vernon ARC arc@mvba.org

Mount Washington Walter Daly walter.m.daly@gmail.com
Mr. Ed Haladay 443-629-0606

Oldtown Mall No Liaison At Present
Otterbein Vicki Cass

Martyn Mitchell
victoria.cass@colorado.edu
mmitchusa@comcast.net

Perlman Place No Liaison At Present
Railroad Mr. Michael Mellett 443-538-0772, michael.mellett@hotmail.com

Ridgely’s Delight Mr. Paul Rubenson 410-215-8107
Seton Hill President president@setonhill.org

Sharp-Leadenhall Jasmine Esteve jesteve7591@gmail.com
Stirling Street No Liaison At Present

Ten Hills Mr. Robert O'Hatnick
Ms. Amy Weber

donroberto66@comcast.net
amweb001@gmail.com

Union Square Mr. Will Brockman 410-948-0007, will.f.brockman@gmail.com
Upton's Marble Hill No Liaison At Present

Washington Hill No Liaison At Present
Waverly Mr. Michael Franch 410-889-3252

Wilkens Avenue No Liaison At Present
Woodberry No Liaison At Present
Wyndhurst Mr. Henry Kay 410-464-2842

NEIGHBORHOOD ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
COMMITTEE CHAIR PERSONS

If your district has no liason,
contact your CHAP Planner listed on the next page.



Caitlin Audette 
(410) 396-8354
caitlin.audette@baltimorecity.gov

Mount Vernon
eton Hill 

Eric Holcomb 
(443) 984-2728
eric.holcomb@baltimorecity.gov

Railroad
Perlman Place 

W. Edward Leon
(443) 984-2727
eddie.leon@baltimorecity.gov

Mount Washington

Ridgely's Delight

Upton's Marble Hill
Washington Hill  
Waverly
Wilkens Avenue
Wyndhurst  

Lauren Schiszik 
(410) 396-5796
lauren.schiszik@baltimorecity.gov

Bolton Hill 
Hunting Ridge 
Ten Hills 
Baltimore City Landmarks 
City-Owned Properties 
Schools 

Walter Gallas 

walter.gallas@baltimorecity.gov

Sharp-Leadenhall
Union Square

Ashburton

Bancroft Park
Better Waverly
Butcher’s Hill
Eutaw Place-Madison
Fells Point
Loft District
Madison Park

(4 ) -
@baltimorecity.gov
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2. Description of Exterior Changes Proposed: 

Overall Building Exterior: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

Pennsylvania Station was constructed in a refined Beaux-Arts Classical style. The building rises three 
stories with a setback fourth story and two levels below grade and is seventeen bays wide and three bays 
deep. The building was constructed of a structural steel frame clad in granite and decorative terra cotta. 
The building is capped a classical cornice below a low hipped, standing seam roof, partially concealed by 
balustrades and parapets. The fourth story is set back from the building line and is tucked behind these 
balustrades and parapets. 

The façade features a central projecting pavilion at bays six through twelve. This central projection is 
highlighted with paired Doric columns between each bay that stretch from the second through third 
stories, above which script reads ‘PENNSYLVANIA STATION’. The pavilion is topped by the Classical cornice 
that circumscribes the building, which is turn is topped by a blind frieze. The frieze holds tow medallions 
with carved eagles, flanking a central clock that is eight feet in diameter and sports a glass dial. 

A cast iron with glass marquee and awning projects out from the first story of the façade and wraps around 
to the east and west elevations. At the west elevation, the canopy extends all the way to North Charles 
Street, shading the west secondary entrances to the concourse. 

The east and west elevations both have three bays, with a fourth bay to the north that is limited to one 
story, which is the concourse. The north elevation is reflective of the façade, with the central projecting 
in bays six through twelve. The north pavilion does not have the Doric columns and no decoration on the 
frieze, aside from script ‘PENNSYLVANIA STATION’. 

The concourse extends to the north over the train tracks. The ‘T’ shaped concourse houses large tripartite, 
arched windows on the north, and east and west elevations over the train tracks. Many of the windows 
over the tracks have been removed or altered with the addition of contemporary bush sheds and 
additional access to the tracks below. The roof of the concourse is a simple flat roof that has been 
resurfaced numerous times. 

Overall, the Milford pink granite and decorative terra cotta are in fair condition. There is evidence of 
general wear and tear, some cracking, and environmental stain or condition with signs of severe rusting, 
broken glass, and missing elements. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

The entire exterior of the building will be retained. The massing and orientation will be retained. The 
granite and terra cotta detail will be cleaned and repaired as necessary using the gentlest means possible. 
The iron and glass marquee will be restored, and missing pieces will be reconstructed and replaced. All 
work will follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties 
(Standards), as well as NPS’s Preservation Briefs. 

Stone and Terra Cotta: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

The building is finished with Milford pink granite-clad facades with a solid ashlar central section and 
granite balustrades above the wings. There is a projecting cornice with carved dentils and modillions and 
a tall attic story with a central section clad in glazed terra cotta flanked by carved granite balustrades at 
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the wings. The walls, base, columns, and balustrade are composed of Milford Pink Granite from 
Massachusetts. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

Cleaning of exterior masonry will be done using the gentlest means possible and will comply with 
standards of Preservation Brief 1: Cleaning and Water-Repellant Treatments for Historic Masonry 
Buildings and Preservation Brief 7: The Preservation of Historic Glazed Architectural Terra Cotta. Cleaning 
will remove all biological growth, dirt, soot, staining, and efflorescence. No harsh chemicals, metal brushes 
or high-pressure water (over 300 psi) will be used. Specifications of cleaning method and test cleaning 
samples will be approved by the Maryland Historical Trust before proceeding with work, provided in an 
amendment to this Part 2 submission. 

Repointing of all masonry will be undertaken as necessary; all work will follow the Standards and will 
comply with Preservation Brief 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings. Specifications 
and photos of repointing will be approved by the Maryland Historical Trust in an amendment to this Part 
2 before proceeding with work. 

Metal: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

At the second and third stories of the building, the windows are surrounded with painted metal frames 
and divided by decorative spandrel panels. These are located on all four elevations of the building. The 
metal shows severe signs of flaking paint, rust, and deterioration. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

All the metal panels will be cleaned and restored. Sections that are not salvageable will be replaced in 
kind. After the restoration, to prevent future rusting. All work will follow the Standards. 

Cast Iron and Glass: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

The building features a significant canopy that stretches from the west elevation, across the facade, to 
the east elevation. The cast iron and glass canopy is supported by decorative iron brackets that attach to 
the building at the first story and tie backs into the granite above. The edge has decorative green glass 
shades. 

At the west elevation, the canopy extends to N. Charles Street, providing cover for the entire west 
entrance. Here a glass windscreen blocks the view down to the tracks below. While historically there was 
always a glass screen in this location, this is a replacement screen. 

At the east elevation, a one-story structure was added in the 1990s and the historic canopy was altered 
here to extend over this structure. Here the canopy has a solid concrete top which is deteriorating. At this 
location, there is also a contemporary glass screen blocking the view down to the tracks. 

Additional cast iron features on the building include four cast iron and glass lamps located between central 
bays of the main entrance. The lights are in fair condition, but most likely hold replacement glass. 
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Work and Impact on Feature 

The full canopy will be restored. The iron will be cleaned and restored. Pieces beyond repair will be 
replaced in kind. The glass pieces will be retained where possible; where cracked beyond repair or missing, 
they will be replaced in kind and color. 

The iron lights at the main entrance will be retained and restored. The contemporary glass windscreens 
will be retained in their current condition. Preservation Brief 27: The Maintenance and Repair of 
Architectural Cast Iron will be followed. 

Main Entrance: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

The building features a prominent central section, with projecting bays six through twelve, that serves as 
the primary entrance to the building with flanking, slightly recessed wings. The axial symmetry of the 
Beaux-Arts design is accentuated at the street level by the main public entries in five, large arched 
openings. 

The central three bays hold the main entrance; the flanking bays hold windows to be discussed in Exterior: 
Windows. The arched openings are filled with large tripartite, glass and wood doors, topped by arched 
transoms, with brass hardware and kick plates. The entrance is strengthened on the interior with a second 
set of the doors within identical arches. With six arched openings, each holding three doors, there are 
eighteen wood and glass doors in varying conditions.  The interior nine doors are in good condition as 
they have been protected from the elements. The exterior nine doors show signs of weathering. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

All eighteen doors at the main entrance will be retained and restored. Missing hardware will be replaced 
in kind and extant hardware will be cleaned. 

Secondary Entrances: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

At the west elevation, located in the one-story concourse just north of the main headhouse, there are six, 
single leaf, glass and wood doors with brass hardware and kick plates. The set of doors are topped by a 
large wood and glass, divided light transom. The west elevation of the main headhouse has one secondary 
entrance in the central bay. The double leaf, wood and glass doors are topped by a single light transom. 
Both doors are missing pieces of brass hardware. It should be noted that this entrance has its own cast 
iron entrance canopy. 

At the east elevation, there is one door in the northernmost bay. This door is contemporary infill. 
Historically, the two northernmost bays held garage doors which allowed for Amtrak to easily carry cargo 
in and out of the building. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

All the doors at the west elevation will be retained and restored. Missing hardware will be replaced in 
kind and the cast iron canopy above the double doors will be restored following the Exterior: Cast Iron 
and Glass section. 

The southernmost bay at the west elevation will be converted from a window to a door to allowed for 
access to the restored restaurant space. 
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The two northernmost bays on the east elevation, which historically held large openings, will be returned 
to doorways. They will hold double-leaf doors with a sidelight and will be topped by the extant transom 
light. The doors will be aluminum with glass panels or wood. They will be designed to be compatible with 
the other doors throughout the building. 

Windows: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

Currently, the exterior windows, limited to those above the tracks, in the Baltimore Pennsylvania Station 
have a range of configurations, features, and sizes that total 193 windows. The first through third stories 
have wood windows in a variety of fenestrations, while all the windows on the fourth story are steel, 
though they are not visible from the street as they are obscured by the balustrade and parapet wall. 

The windows on the facade are wood sash within decorative metal frames and spandrels (see at the 
second and third stories) and steel windows are present at the fourth story. Wood windows, transoms, 
and frames adorn the ground story. 

Excluding the contemporary windows and windows to be removed to accommodate new egress exits, 
there are a total of 144 windows. The 144 windows can be broken down into nine types. 

The interior and exterior of every window, that could be accessed, has been visually surveyed by EHT 
Traceries. The windows were not tested to see if they are operational in their current state. The majority 
of the windows are currently in fair to poor condition. Good condition would indicate that no repairs or 
replacement materials are needed.  Extremely poor condition would indicate that the window is not 
salvageable and must be removed and replaced. Windows in fair or poor condition require restoration 
and/or replacement parts. 

The vast majority of the windows need to be refinished, and display alligatoring of the interior wood glaze 
due to exposure to intense heat and humidity over time. Additional common conditions include: 

• Broken and cracked windowpanes 

• Rotting wood frames 

• Missing or replaced hardware 

• Moisture damage 

• Previous inappropriate repairs such as spray foam 

• Missing or broken frame components 

• Peeling or alligatoring of existing finish 

The windows were constructed of good quality hardwood and built to last. They have over time 
deteriorated due to a lack of maintenance, no climate control and the vacancy of the building. Some new 
windows will replace missing windows but overall, despite the observed deterioration, the majority of the 
windows can be repaired. 

The industrial steel windows on the fourth floor were recently discovered to be replacement. Exploratory 
demolition uncovered historic wood frames in the walls, though the wood has been damaged over time 
due to water infiltration and insensitive removal of the original windows. 
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Work and Impact on Feature 

All existing wood windows and frames will be retained and restored following Preservation Brief 9: Repair 
of Historic Wooden Windows. The weights and chains will be repaired as required and new weather-
stripping will be installed, as well as new interior storm windows. The new interior storm windows will 
follow the meeting rail and mullion patterns and muntins of each window so they are not visible from the 
exterior. The storm windows will be produced by Allied Window Co. for energy efficiency. Care will be 
taken to ensure that the visual impact of adding storm windows is at a minimum, the frames will not be 
excessively bulky, and the color of the storm windows will match that of the sash and frame of the existing 
windows. The wood windows on the concourse were restored within the last fifteen years and do not 
need work. 

On the first floor at the façade, many of the windows hold frosted glass which will removed and replaced 
with clear glass. 

Recent exploratory demolition on the fourth floor proved that the steel windows are not original, it is now 
being proposed that the steel windows be removed and replaced with one-over-one aluminum clad wood 
windows. The one-over-one configuration is based on the configuration from the original drawings. 

All light well windows and the obscured glass on the third and fourth floors will be retained. Glass that is 
cracked or missing will be replaced in kind. The windows will be fixed in an open position to allow daylight 
in the corridors. This action is completely reversible should the windows need to operate at a future time. 
Low-profile, clear-glass storm windows will be installed on the interior bottom sash to address HVAC 
requirements and provide light into the third and fourth floors. 

Roof: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

The station is topped with a low hipped roof partially concealed by a parapet in the center and balustrades 
on the wings. Originally slate, the historic roofing material was replaced in the past with sheet metal, 
standing seam, and no original roofing material remains on the building.  The concourse roof is a flat 
composite roof. Both are in poor to fair condition. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

The roof over the T-concourse will be repaired and the historic skylights will be re-installed in the existing 
openings the six historic skylights in the concourse roof that were roofed over at a previous time. The six 
skylights will follow the proportions of the historic skylights and will add additional natural light to the 
historic concourse. The current standing seam roof, which was installed in the 1980s, will be removed and 
replaced in kind. 

Bush-Style Sheds and Platforms: 

Existing Feature and Condition 

A Bush-Style train shed forms canopies above the platforms. The shed has steel girders supported on steel 
structural columns enclosed within ornamental cast-iron shells. Original iron stairs connect the platforms 
to the concourse bridge on Platform Two, platform stairs in other locations have been modified but 
maintain some original features including railings. 

Historic terra-cotta tiles finish the station wall of Platform One. 
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The Bush-style train shed incorporates an opening over the tracks, originally intended to allow steam and 
smoke to escape, and skylights over the passenger platforms for illumination and shelter. Concrete roof 
decks are located between N. Charles and St. Paul Streets. 

Canopy extensions were attached to the east of the Bush-style train sheds in 1934. These extensions are 
composed of iron and steel canopies and columns in a similar style and expression to the Bush-style shed. 

All original platforms, except for Platform Two, have been modified primarily in height to accommodate 
the size of modern trains. 

The conditions of the Bush-style train sheds and associated platforms and stairs are poor with severe 
deterioration, especially at Platform Two, which is in the worst condition. Water is leaking through the 
concrete roof deck and stalactites formed of calcium hydroxide and the crystallization of salts, have 
formed on the underside of the canopy at Platform One. All of the platforms display damage caused by 
water intrusion, including rust stains on the concrete, paint failure, and rust on steel elements. In some 
areas such as the stringer plate at Platform Three, Gate C stair, rust has eaten almost entirely through the 
metal. Many columns are exhibiting delamination of the steel girder ends and corrosion at the column 
capital quadrants beneath the paint. Concrete spalls are visible at Platform Four, south end of canopy. 
The spalls have exposed the wire reinforcement which has subsequently rusted. Many of the skylights are 
missing glass. 

Work and Impact on Feature 

Existing Bush Sheds will be retained and restored as required by Amtrak. 

Platform Two: Historic Platform Two will be retained and restored. Existing deteriorated concrete roof 
decks will be removed in their entirety at bush train sheds. New custom precast concrete deck sections 
will be constructed. The deck sections will extend from valley to canopy edge and from centerline of 
canopy girders perpendicular to tracks. A raised concrete curb will be included as an opening for a new 
metal-framed glass skylight (to replace historic wood framed skylights). Cast-iron canopy columns will be 
retained and restores. A new high-level platform will be constructed above the existing and extend further 
east than the existing. The existing low-level platform will be demolished. Existing, historic wrought iron 
downspouts will be removed from within the center of the cast-iron canopy columns. New stainless-steel 
drainage piping will be provided. 

Platform One: Historic terra-cotta tiles will be cleaned and retained. The historic stair to platform 1 in the 
east-west concourse that will be retained and restored. 

In addition, a new platform, Platform Five, will be constructed giving the station greater capacity. 

As much of the historic canopies as possible will be salvaged and fully restored and reused and the new 
Bush-sheds will be carefully attached to the historic canopies to the east and west. All new canopies will 
be concentrated to the east. The connections to the new concourses to the north and west will be limited 
to one story and will disturb or remove as little historic fabric as possible. 

The intention is to retain as many of the historic canopies and platform columns as possible. Historic 
columns will be retained in place and restored. With the increased height of Platform Two (2), the columns 
will be left as is and covered by the new platform, a condition that is reversible. Due to the entasis of the 
columns, they cannot be cut to fit the new height of the platforms, so it is preferable to retain them in 
their extant condition and cover the bases. Should a better solution be developed in the future, the 
historic columns will still be completely intact. All existing cast-iron column capitols will be removed and 
salvaged (50 units). Column capitols will be cleaned and painted and reattached with stainless steel 
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fasteners. 10 new cast-iron column capitol quadrants will be fabricated as replacement units.  
Replacement column capitols will match existing historic. Due to the new high-level platform covering the 
existing column bases, new cast-iron column bases will be fabricated. 15 bases will be fabricated, each 
with two parts. The new bases will be similar to existing historic and will be installed around the column 
shaft. New column bases will not be added at plan lines 15 and 19 due to tight clearance. 

Stairs, Gate A, Platform 2: Decorative steel railing segments will be restored and reused to the greatest 
amount possible. Wood handrail will be installed as needed to match existing. A steel pipe guardrail will 
be installed 6” above the wood handrail and attached to the vertical post of the new galvanized steel 
balustrade. 

Stairs, Gate B, Platform 2: Salvage, repair and refinish existing wood railing. Existing wood railing sections 
will be reinstalled following restoration along with new sections as needed. New wood will be finished to 
match existing. Existing steel columns and channels will remain. Existing steel railing will be retained and 
restored. Approximately 40% of the railing will be composed of new steel sections and the 60% existing 
railing will be incorporated into the new railing system. 

 



 

Photo 1: Façade, looking north 

 

 

Photo 2: Façade, historic canopy, looking north 



 

Photo 3: Detail of façade and clock 

 

 

Photo 4: Façade, front entrance doors, looking North 



 

Photo 5: Detail of underside of historic canopy 



 

Photo 6: Detail of historic lights at entrance 

 

 

Photo 7: Façade, west end, looking east 



 

Photo 8: Façade, southwest corner 

 



Photo 9: West elevation, side entrance and canopy detail 

 

Photo 10: West elevation, looking East 

 

 

Photo 11: West elevation side entrances to concourse 



 

Photo 12: West canopy, looking West 

 

 

Photo 13: Canopies over tracks, looking East at west elevation of concourse 



 

Photo 14: North elevation (rear) and tracks looking Southeast 

 

 

Photo 15: North elevation (rear) looking South 



 

Photo 16: North elevation (rear), looking South at north elevation of concourse 

 

 

Photo 17: North elevation (rear), looking Southwest 



 

Photo 18: Canopies over tracks, looking north at stair and elevator addition 

 

 

Photo 19: East elevation, looking west 



 

Photo 20: East elevation, looking Northwest 

 

 

Photo 21: East elevation, looking Northwest 



 

Photo 22: Façade, east entrance in easternmost bay, looking North 



 

Photo 23: Façade, looking West 

 

 

Photo 24: Road in front of building, looking West 



 

Photo 27: Tracks, contemporary stair to light rail track 



 

Photo 28: Tracks, historic columns at tracks 



 

Photo 29: Tracks, detail of columns 

 



Photo 30: Tracks, exterior tile at tracks 

 

Photo 31: Tracks 

 

 

Photo 32: Tracks, deteriorated canopies 



 

Photo 33: Tracks, canopies with missing glass 

 

 

Photo 34: Tracks, deteriorated historic stair 



 

Photo 35: Tracks, contemporary stair infill 

 

 

Photo 36: Tracks 

 



 

Photo 37: Fourth floor window 

 

Photo 38: Fourth floor window with alterations and missing panes. 



 

Photo 39: Basement level opening too be infilled due to floodplain.  

 

Photo 40: Platform openings. 



 

Photo 41: Platform openings.  

 

Photo 41: Platform openings.  
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